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About This Game

The Doritos VR Battle is a highly interactive VR game based on movement and agility skills. A game you play alone or with
your friends taking turns to beat each others scores. Find your way through the dark universe and use your weapons to battle the

enemy.
The game is created to make sure players use all the possibilities of the HTC VIVE. Enter an immersive world and make sure

you survive without taking a hit. Afraid of heights? Even a bigger challenge.
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Title: Doritos VR Battle
Genre: Action, Casual, Indie
Developer:
Capitola VR
Publisher:
Capitola VR
Release Date: 4 Nov, 2016

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7+

Processor: Intel Core i5

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: Nvidia GeForce GTX 970 equivalent or higher

Storage: 500 MB available space
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This was such an awesome game. Ever since it was announced around what, 2013? 2014? I've been really hyped for it, so I was
extremely excited when I saw it was finally released. Everything about it is great--the art and graphics, the gameplay, and the
story. It pulls off a very interesting narrative without writing a word. I also thought that the gameplay mechanics of the girl and
the robot working together to complete various puzzles to be very creative as well.

  It's great overall, but there are two minor glitches that I've noticed as I played the game (note that I am running the game on a
Mac).
- The textures of any character or object that has animations will be buggy. It's slightly hard to explain, but it's like the textures
will have little patches that flicker.
- When you're at the area where you can either walk up the stairs to retrieve the amulet or turn right into a winding stairway, if
you decide to walk on the stairway prior to obtaining the amulet and meeting the robot, you can walk a few steps on it and then
fall through the map. Walking on it as the robot while carrying the girl seems to be fine, though I have not tested it any other
way.

Also, I'm really hoping that an update that continues the story will be released soon. I'm sure it will be awhile yet, but still. Just
sayin'.. I like the atmosphere of the game, the sound quality is pretty good. It gets repetitive later, but I still enjoyed it for a
while! give this a try yourself.. KILL IT! Kill it with FIRE!. So much fun. Gladiator version of Gang Beast. A few tweaks
here\/there and they could have a must play. Being Early Access and just the first few days release I have no complaints at all.
Now lets see if the devs continue to work on this and turn it into all it can be.. This is not basketball, it's more of a throwing-
simulator with dumb physics.. If you don't create the lobby you will be laggy as ♥♥♥♥♥♥
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It's not a definitive and complete 'no' for me but I was a bit disappointed by my experience of the game.

The game is obviously designed to have you play multiple times before you succeed but luckily (or unluckily can't decide) I've
accomplished the main objective during my first 2h playthrough. At this point, considering the pace of the game, it was an
absolute "no way" for me to revisit the same 3 maps (and a half) to unlock the few spots I hadn't found and try a few different
"monologue branches". So I was there, at the end of a very unclear conclusion cinematic, with quite a good idea of what was the
story about or could have been about but absolutely no idea if there was more to it. No idea, and no courage to push further
sadly.

Also on the downside :
- this kind of narrative game definitely requires voice acting these days. It's standard now and when you don't have some, it
shows.
- the level design of the three main maps is meeeeeeh. Who got the idea, it would be cool to have 3 or 4 consecutive jumps with
ramps on one of them to access capsules ? The game suddenly becomes a very cheap and frustrating arcade game for no other
obvious purpose than to become frustrating.. A mix of multiple old school shooters like Serious Sam and Duke Nukem. It's
made by 1 guy and is a low price so don't expect AAA story and graphics - but what you do get is a really fun game! I had a
blast playing through it! I can tell some love went into making this game! Over 4 hours of action in the campaign only, well
worth it for the price I got on sale! The first game was good but this was way better. Heck - he even put in a Nazi plot twist in
the game!. Who could fail to love the elegance and glamour of the world's most famous locomotive. 'Flying Scotsman' looks and
works superbly in this rendition for Train Simulator. Coming with a variety of liveries and a selection of appropriate Mk1s, this
locomtive is perfect for those planning a steam rail tour or those who have dreamed of being in the cab of 'Flying Scotsman'
easing back on her regulator to take her out of King's Cross on the non-stop to Edinburgh. Performance is as good as the 'A4s'
both braking and acceleration wise, although top speed is obviously less than 'Mallard's' 126.4mph. Nevertheless, 94.8mph was
attained on ECML King's Cross-Peterborough with 1 tender and 7 Mk1s, so her record of 100mph is quite probably attainable.
Thoroughly recommended to all steam lovers\/enthusiasts as one of the best steam locomotive purchases available with Train
Simulator. Enjoy!. I love the game of backgammon, though I am by no means very skilled. I just have fun with it. I'm giving is a
thumbs up but as so many people say about so many games, they should have a "It's Ok" option. I mean the game is visually
pleasing, the details impressive, and it works. But there are a few negatives that potential players should be made aware of.

Pros
Beautiful boards

Cons
Weird die rolls quite often (like the AI rolling double sixes 4 times in a row, etc)
Unskilled AI (even on Master level it does very dumb moves quite often)
Seems to be a lack of online players
The Undo Move function crashes the game most of the time (on my system anyways)

Because of the AI being rather lackluster this game would be great for someone just learning how to play, but if you are a
seasoned player you may find yourself disappointed with this game. Again, there seems to be an absence of online players so if
you get the game, expect to play against the AI.. Season of Mystery: The Cherry Blossom Murders is a find the hidden object
game where you solve the murder of your spouse in 20th century Japan. The music is competent but repetitive and the artwork
stills are quite attractive. The gameplay itself is challenging because the objects can be especially well hidden on each game
field. Fortunately the matches are not timed and a rechargeable hint allows you to find those sneaky objects that defy being
located. The cutscenes and storyline are rather blah, especially considering the much more interesting cutscenes in The
Otherside by Namco Games. That said however, Season of Mystery: The Cherry Blossom Murders offers a fun diversion for the
casual gamer who likes to take their time with challenges.. It's the only VR shooter so far that doesn't make me motion sick -
they nailed it!
I love the combo of a shooter with the strategy element of tower defense, somehow it balances the action-packed shooting.
. I have high hopes for this game. As it isn't even in full release, Some features are missing, Like sneaking and magic. However
the Devs are in constant update mode and have an ear to players who are playing. So any issue you find are adressed quickly.
There are missing features and a lack of creatures but that will change over the course of development.
There are multiple sets of armor that all have visual differences, And with the communities help this game could turn out to be
one of the greats.. God damn this game is difficult. I mean that the choices are extremely hard to make and what they will lead
to is hard to determine, every choice means something and you can't just go back on it without suffering some losses. And that
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is a good thing. Sometimes with Choice of Games's games I can just rn through them and easily find the best scenario ending,
but this one, gosh, I haven't I even finished it because I don't have the heart to see everything crumble around me and not go my
way. This game gives a good dose of cold, hard reality and that gives it heart.
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